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You Missed Rabbi Joe Rapport!
Fear Not. Read His Tirade Against Wooster Next Week!
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Journalism Seminar
Offered by The Voice

5

The Wooster Voice will
hold the first in a series of four
seminars dealing with aspects of
journalism and editorial policy.
Organized by Audrey Lavin, faculty
advisor of The Wooster Voice and
f,
the
David Dean.
programs win enable interested
individuals and members of writing
and editorial staff of The Wooster
Voice to gain valuable experience
needed in developing a quality ,4.
newspaper.
Editor-in-Chie-

Joseph and The Amazing Technicolor Dream coat performed in McGaw

-

Africa Week 87

" During the beginning

of

Semester I Audrey and I discussed the
merits of such a program and felt
that in order to assure a smooth
transition and to insure quality
journalism in the future these
seminars are of the utmost
importance.'' commented Dean.
While the seminars are
mandatory for all Wooster Voice
staff persons any interested
Continued on Page!
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The Dynamics of a Cultural Africa

Programs Aimed At Emphasising Different African Cultures Raises Campus Awareness
David A. Dean
Editor-in-Chi- ef,

Bukhala speaks candidly about the program

The Woff r Voice

and social contributions of Africa."
Cultural Africa" is the theme of this commented Bukhala.
Jointly sponsored by the
years' Africa Week 87 and
Students Association
International
appropriately at that. Univer
Black Students
the
and
(ISA)
College
of
The
Bukhala, a junior at
the program runs
(BSA)
Association
Africa
Chairperson
of
Wooster and
from February 15 to the 21 and
Week told The Voice mat In the
promises to treat the college
past Africa Week has stressed die
community to an array of festive and
political differences between the
informative displays of African
various countries in the African
" Our primary goal in
we
culture.
continent. This year, however,
Africa Week is to raise
producing
artistic
cultural,
decided to stress the

The Dynamics of a

showed slides from her
study in West Africa. Following
Bing's slide presentation was
another slide show depicting the life
and culture of Nairobi. Campus
awareness was enhanced when the
eight-pa- rt
series entitled The
Africans" made by Ah Mazrui was
shown each night of the week. The
series itself has been shown on PBS
(Public Broadcasting Service) and
was told that the contents were

the campus's awareness about the
diversity of Africa. Each individual
program stresses a different aspect
of Africa not only geographically
but culturally as well." commented
Bukhala.
On Sunday, February IS
Rosalyn Walker, a curator of African
art was present for a discussion on
African art which followed with an
informal reception. Becca Bing, a
junior from The College of Wooster.

off-camp- us

extrememly controversial."
comments Bukhala. The series
depicts the problems that arose
during the invasion of Westerners in
Africa and how cultural and religious
problems in Africa are partly due to
the cultural and religious difference
between the West and Africa. " The
series shows that what is best for
Africa is not always the best thing
for Westerners and vice versa."
Continued on Page 7
"

Voice Proposes New Journalistic Policy
Continuity And Smooth Transition Are Key Reasons
David A. Dean
Editor-in-Chie-
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Over the past four years
The Wooster Voice has suffered from
a lack of continuity with regards to
its journalistic standards, editorial
staff position requirements and
means of dealing with internal ,
infractions. Decisions on these and
other matters were always relative to
the specific editor. In order to
rectify that problem the editorial
f board of Th Wooster Voice has
.

proposed a thirteen page
"constitution" outlining specific
goals, journalistic standards, and
basic business practices for the
future of The Voice.

Past Infractions

.

"It came to my attention
last year after rather lengthy
discussions with The Voice Review
Committee ihat Th Voice, lacked.

foundation with regard to policy,"
David
commented
Dean. "Precedent was set whenever a
specific situation arose". - Dean
pointed to two incidents which
illustrate the need for guidelines.
The plagarism case of last fall is an
example. Although we could have
proceeded by the Scot's Key policy
and prosecuted, wehandledthe
Editor-in-Chi- ef

,

.

Continued on page 6
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Academic Freedom
Is it really worth
the price?
hi the clamour of debate over whether creaikmism
should be taught as science and ia some rare instances,
whether it should be taught at all, proponents of the "evolution
theory are quick to discard he issue for a mere pittance of
quibbling. While I think il is safe to assert that the theory of
evolution most definitely has more scientific proponents, no
one cas argue that point The issue at hand is whether the
theory of cxeaoonism should be taught in a academic
environment in eonjuctktt with the theory of evolution. On
grander scale, k appear that the scientific community seem
preoccupied with blurring the major issue at hand religiou
freedom by seggestmg vague generalities and irrelevant '
matters of point.
No one denies that evolution did not and is not '
presently o3Jrring. fa almost every academic are of interest
acme form of "evolution occurred, be U fey p!losophy at
thought, historical precenriffrtrcc or other forms of evolution. It
is therefore natnral that ia the scope of human existence '
evohition would occur. Where science commits the crime is in
the assumption that evolution is "fact" and creaaoaism is
fantasy.", la story fey Intercollegiate ifces
prcfessox of S
biology from CISC was quoted as sayings
"Evolution is fact and should be taught as such ta "
factual surroending; science. As for creatjocism, we can all
assert that it ts theory. Leave it to the religion and philosophy
"

-

,

department,

;

'

Ignorance such as that displayed by the (JSC professor
is unfortunately very common among the scientific commnnityv
The "war" between "fact" and "fantasy" has embodied itself in
the scientific and philosophical community. One accuses the
other of lack of knowkkge and &e other responds wi3t esjually
ts
as potent
It should be noted, however that
the label of fantasy was not always reserved for the reliiojt
and philosophy department History hat shown that thai :
ignorance and social pressures fostered m environntent that
would cause sckttfiits today shudder. Some of the most
eoanter-argnmen-

orie were considered scientific dogma and those '
oetrBgoous
considered "cactaceous have qaite tsrprisingly come iota '
'"
, Ccodenmaena aside, tte teal issae ia this dctata is
freedom, rellko freedom. Clouded by arymiena of , , ' - ,t
authenticity and Tact"
cancer is ssoreover e z:.Z::rii
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Letters to
the Editor

Not very amusing?
Dear Editor.

To the editor.

I wish to compliment the
Having picked up a copy of College of Wooster Postal
We have the only post
the February 6, 1987 edition of The
Sub-Statio-

Wooster Voice", I began to read
what I thought was another episode
of "Late Night Musings" by Graham
Rayman; an oasis of quality
journalism trapped in a vast desert
of dull News Service articles, vast
amounts of advertisements, and
news.
otherwise
It turns out that the rather offensive
( and just plain bad) article was not
the work of Mr. Rayman, but of
Chris S hilts, another writer for the
newspaper. I realize that a correction
was printed in the edition which
followed ( Februray 13, 1987).
However, in that correction you say
that S hilts' article was "credited" to
Graham Rayman. Considering the
quality of the article involved, I
believe a more accurate verb is
"blamed."
not-so-notewor- thy

Sincerely,
Joel Richards
Box

.
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1987-8- 8

Any student wanting to
apply for the 1987-8- 8 academic year
may pick up the appropriate
materials at the Financial Aid Office
from 8:00 to 4:30 weekdays in
Severance Art Building.

THE WOOSTER VOICE

n.

office in the country that delivers
U.S. Mail on Washington's Birthday
(last Monday was his birthday,
incase you forgot). This discovery
thrilled me, until I relized that what
I had recived were letters that should
have been placed in my box the
previous Saturday. On the same note
(no pun intended), why is it that
while
mail used to be
sorted and posted within fifteen
minutes, it now takes five hours if
not overnight (I have found letters
droped in the box after eleven a.m.
have to wait until the next
morning)? Sloppy sorting is another
problem and may explain why I
brought this letter to The Voice
office in person!
inter-camp- us

Name witheld because
author does not want his mail
delayed anymore then everyone
else's.
The Wooster Voice
welcomes comments from the
college community reading audience.
All comments should be typed,
double spaced, and accompanied by
either a campus address or
community address. All submissions
should be postmarked by the
following Tuesday at 4:00pm. For
further information call Meskerem
Gebrikidan, Associate Editor at 216
263 2000 exc 2690

Published weekly during the academic year except during vacations
and examination periods by the
students of The College of Wooster,
Wooster, Ohio.
The Wooster Voice welcomes all
typed and signed letters to the
editor from students, faculty, ad-

ministrators,

subscribers and
members of the greater Wooster
community. All correspondence
may be addressed to: The Wooster
Voice, Post Office Box
The
C-31- 87,

College of Wooster, Wooster, Ohio
44691. The deadline for all letters
and stories is Tuesday at
p.m.
The current subscription price is
$25.00 per year for first class deliv- -

Tirst class postage

paid at WooPostmaster: Send adchanges
To The Wooster
dress
Voice, Post Office Box
The
ster, Ohio.

C-S-

U7,

College of Wooster, Wooster, Ohio,
44&J1
Baek
Issues are available from The
Wooster Voice office.

STAFF: Tad Mason
(Sports). Becky Pickett (Sports),
Robert Murphy (NewsSports). Wes
Johnston (Sports), Ted Silverman
(FeatureColumns X Graham Raymanj
(ColumnistSports), Chuck Brady
(Sports), Alicia Aebersold
(NewsFeature),' David Neun (
NewsCommentary), Josephine
Robinson (BSA Columnist).
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Nicaragua
By John Hemann
Guest Commentary. The Wooster Voice
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Thinking it to be just another demo for John Gates' "Evolution of War" class, most students did not take
notice of the tank in Kauke arch last week. Ohio Govener Celeste sent the tank to assure the arch was not
packed, after Senior Eric Wertz predicted a 30 chance of snow.
Photo: Goldman
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My

In Nicaragua, now and for Perhaps it is some irrational fear of
the last five years, our government Soviet Communism. It could be that
they miss the control they had over,
has been funding an attempt to
violently overthrow the Sandanista the violent and immoral So mora
regime. I don't know, but it is
government. Our President has
worth thinking about. Our
involvement in Nicaragua violates
policy
the heart and soul of everything that
we say "Democracy" is all about.
To hear
Americans talk, we might begin to
believe we live in some kind of
Utopian dream. "The Sandinistas,"
called the rebels "freedom fighters" they say, "allow people to starve
and equated them with our "founding and live in poverty and squalor.
fathers". Our government officials Their elections are bogus and
have been extensively involved in contrived. They receive direct aid
from nasty Russians and Cubans.
accummulating. funding for the
They really don't have the support
"Contra" publicly, privately,
of the people of Nicaragua." There
legally, and illegally. Why our
are a lot of old, trite cliches that
leaders are so concerned with the
come to mind when I hear the
fate of an economically impotent
rhetoric of our Nicaraguan adventure.
country is difficult to grasp.
I think of Biblical sayings like "Let
he who has not sinned cast the first
stone," and old wive s sayings like
"People who live in glass houses
should not throw rocks." In other
words, before we condemn the
government of Daniel Ortega, lets .
look at die government of Ronald
'
Reagan.
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By Vance Russell

ISA. Columnist,
ISA-ABERD-
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different than American English.
courses.or a ride in a city bus for
40p to go climbing at the sea cliffs. One day at the begining of the year,
and Aberdonian tried to explain ts
Also,- Aberdeen is several
me that statue I was looking at was
a relative of his. I only knew that
latitude degrees north of Wooster.
city
in
American
only
I asked him to repeat his
fact,
the
because
In
fist sentence to me several times,
the same latitude of Aberdeen is
Anchorage, Alaska. This especially but after that the only word I could
made a differecne in the position of understand was "1899." He had
probably had several pints
the sun, the length of the day, and
at his local pub so I
less
ofMacEwen's
rained
the weather. Actually, it
have been able to
wouldn't
inWooster.
probably
there than it does
understand him even if he had been
Besides these physical
examples, there were, of course, the an American. However, this is
beside the point, I just didn't realize
people tofSootland. I found my
how difficult English could actually
experiences with them the most
enjoyable and fascinating part of my be to understand. This was a result
"
of my own cultural upbringings. I
stay; and it was from them that I
realized that because of
At
Scotland.
learned the most about
geographic location and
America's
being
remember
though,
first,
I
culture, we Van become sheltered
surprised that I could not understand
from the rest of the world.
everything people said to me. I
Needless to say, it didn't
thought that this problem was only
long
to understand what
too
take
a
in
you
supposed to happen to
saying
were
to me. As I
people
spoken,
English
isn't
country where
accustomed
to the Scottish
became
national
is
the
not where it
culture, my world opinions and
language. :
ethnocentrism changed hopefully
However, the Scottish
for the better. For example. I was
brand of English is profoundly
--

-

"

able to see how the United States
was seen from anotherculture. This
was not just from the people but
from the media as welL

The United States is a rich
country. Nicaragua is a poor
country. And yet, people live in
poverty here in die U.S. as welL
Just take a drive through
American values and
politics were questioned a lot more. Appalachia, Harlem, Watts, parts of
A lot of peoplewere not happy with the deep South, and you will see
abject poverty, malnutrition, and .
the Reagan administration's
policies. I found that students were homelessness.
'
Their elections were no '
also more enthusiastic for and
knowledgeable of humanitarian
good? Most accounts of their
a
hiftiftiit At slknilf
causes than American students.
parties
political
Scotland,
in
Seven
Further, as an American
Our
election.
time
in
first
the
for
the
minority
in
participated
was
a
I
elections? Well, less than 50 or
my life. Although, this was only
'
'
registered voters turned out to vote
temporary. I found it to be
'
political
unsettling at times.
last November. Only two
My experience in
parties participated at the national
is
satisfy
ting.
It
Scotland was very
level. And it can be fairly stated
something that changed the way I ' that our elections are won by money
and media, not by issues and ideas.
look at myself, American culture,
The Nicaraguans do deal
and the world. 1 hope that everyone
as
can have the opportunity to live in with such international
the
on
We.
another culture for a period of time the Soviets and Cubans.
the
guns
Also,
to
things.
sell
these
and experience
other hand,
take advantage of asking foreign
Ayatollah. prop up the governments
students on this campus- - what their of darlings like Baby Doc Duvalier
culture is like.
Continued on page 7
--

--

:

Last year I went to the
University of Aberdeen in
northeastern Scotland, found this
not only to be a very exciting
experience but also an opportunity
to study Scottish culturcThe
physical differences between
Scotland and the United States were
what first struck me when I arrived.
To mention all of them would require
several volumes of the World Book
Encyclopedia so 111 justmention a
few.
First of all, sheep abounded
of course along
stereotype,
(only a
with the usual sheep jokes) in the
coutryside which was rolling and
vegetated with heather and gone.
Most of the buildings in the city of
Aberdeen were heather and gone.
The greyness of the buildings was
impressive but could be
overwhelming at times. However,
this could quickly be remedied by a
walk to the beach
(theNorth Sea was only meant to '
welcome polar bears; penguins and
other arctic species), a round of golf
at one of the world's oldest golf
20-min-
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Reaction: ".Evolution
By

and

Jonathan Partee

Class of "90

After reading the article
"Should Creationism Be Taught In
School?" by Alan D. Hoch. I find
myself disagreeing with a few
points. It seems to me that Mr.
Hoch failed to show the opinions of
contemporary Christian doctrines
and beliefs on this subject. While it
is true that some Christians believe
that Creationism is a collection of
facts which cannot be
most of the educated elite of the
Christian faith do not see
re-interpre-

ted,

"Creationism"
Evolutionism, and the Old Testament"
scientists discover do not
necessarily conflict with Genesis.
The Bible says that God created the
heavens, earth, and its' inhabitants
in "six days." However, according to
Mr. Hoch, we know the earth to be
four billion years old. There really
is not a conflict here. If the "six

CrLVi Czztzlz? czj

Creationism in this light. Mr. Hoch
was close to the generally accepted
belief ( of Christians ) when he said
that Genesis is " a series of
parables." I do not think that God
expected us to take Genesis as
absolute, irrefutable fact. Therefore,
it is certainly possible to be a
Christian and not take Creations im
to be the last word.
Secondly, Mr. Hoch asks
"Who says that Evolution and
Christianity are not compatible?" I
agree, however, he continues by
writing that the Old Testament does
not agree with the, (and I put this in
quotes), "facts." I win save the Old
Testament argument for later
consideration. Mr. Hoch thinks that
Genesis and evolutionary theory
must.be in direct conflict with each
other. This does not have to be the
case. If Genesis is a group of stories
used to explain a phenomena above
the minds of the ancients, ( and our
own . too) then the "facts" that

.

"In summary, one can be a Christian and believe in Creationism,
many aspects

L-JHi-

universe. It seems that the scientists
climbed the mountain of knowledge
overrun at about the time that the
just to find that philosophers were
Hebrews reached that land. Egyptian sitting there all the time. In
hieroglyphics also show the
summary, one can be a Christian and
migration of Hebrews from Egypt.
believe in Creationism, Evolution,
In addition, records from the other
and the Old Testament.
civilizations that existed at that
The final argument of the
that Genesis does not
claims
article
c
make any sense. Mr. Hoch wrote
"No (Genesis does not make any
sense) especially the earlier in the
book you go." Maybe Mr. Hoch
time, have verified parts of the Old
that quote to say mat
should
Testament. Since many aspects of
make any sense to
does
Genesis
not
the Old Testament were found to be
him. He goes on further by insisting

en Clz

Tj

days" are interpreted literally, one
wonders how long a "day" is to
God? Perhaps God's "day" is 3
billion years. Mr. Hoch also says
"We have the fossil remains of early
examples of what would be
humankind." It is not above the
power of the god, in which I
believe, to place these bones in the
earth. Actually. I do not believe God
did this, however, it is quite
possible. My previous argument will
also take care of this one. The sixth
day. in which God created "man",
could be the amount of time it took
primates to evolve into humans.
Most of the supposed discrepancies
between Evolution and Creation are
not really problems at alL They are
just two different ways of saying die
same thing.
Mr. Hoch also says that we
are "allowed "to believe in it
(evolution) and the teachings of
Christ ( not the Old Testament).
History and science have proven
2--

of the Old Testament.

"We may eat of the fruit of the tree
of the graden; but God said "You
shall not eat of the fruit of the tree
which is in the midst of the garden,
neither shall you touch it, lest you
die." Genesis 3:2-Whether Or not
she knew right from wrong is

It was discovered that Jericho was

"It scesu to m Cizt r.!r. IZzCx CzZzl to C:z .7 Ciz crltz

ccntcspcrcry

tv

4.

irrevelent, she knew what God had
commanded. At this point, she did
not need to know right from wrong
since she would not have
eaten of the tree without the
intervention of the serpent. If this
same passage is taken as a story it
just illustrates humankind falling
front the favor of God, not one
--

--

:.V

re-wr- ite

that "the list of moral and logical
true, I contend that it is correct to
inconsistencies is a long one." The
believe in it also.
Erst logical inconsistency that Mr.
Mr. Hoch's clincher for
Evolutionism argues that "mere is as, Hoch found asks "How could Adtm
' and Eve had known disobeying God
much evidence for the theory mat
humankind was brought to earth by was wrong before they had eaten of
UPO's as mere is for Creationism". I the Tree of Knowledge of Good and
Evil?" Mr. Hoch. you keep .changing
do not know about the UPO's. but
your arguments on me! You claim
the overwhelming evidence of
Creationism is simple: humans
that Genesis was a collection of
exist. Our limited, finite minds can stories which were used to explain
see no other solution than mat of a something incomprehensible. In the
greater being creating us. While the same article you insist on reading
belief in a god takes our knowledge Genesis as the absolute word of God
and therefore not open to
back to the time before creation.
science cannot do more than advance interpretation. In either case,
theories about the time immediately though, it is not an inconsistency,
And the woman said to the serpent
suceeding the beginning of the
"

"

--

.

,

--

Newman Catholic Association
" Living the Vision: We are the Church

woman eating fruit from forbidden .
tree. The second question Mr. Hoch
asks deals wim Cam's marriage.
Who, exactly, did Cain marry?
Actually, the Bible does not give
Cain's wife name, but one can
only assume she was a daughter of
Adam and Eve. Again. Mr. Hoch.
you are arguing on the basis that
Genesis is fact. It is tough to argue
against someone taking two
opposing arguments and using either
one, depending on which one
benefits their point, Mr. Hoch is
appalled at the thought of Adam and
Eve's children committing incest in
order to preserve the species. Here is
a classic case of someone trying to
inflict their morals on another
people of another time. The
instances of incest throughout our
history abound. Most of the
monarchies intermarried to keep the
crown in the family. Many Middle
Easterner's find marriage to one's
first cousin ideal In fact,
Muhammad's favorite daughter,
Earima. married Muhammad's first
cousin 'AIL It is certainly an
ethnocentric point of view to decide
that the morals of your culture are -better than those of another culture.
again, Mr. Hoch, you regress to
the argument that Genesis is
absolute fact. The mbraLand logical
inconsistencies in Genesis should
not be interpreted within the sphere
of our own culture. ' .'
The article contends that
Creationism should not be taught, in
schools. In general, I agree with the
first two arguments' presented.
However. I must disagree on one
small word choice. I think that
Continued on Page 7 .
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Thomas W. Stewart, Jr.

.

Newmann Club Writer, TTigWnosfcrV
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This weekend, several
members of the Newman Catholic
Student Association will be
e
attending the first
conference of the Ohio Catholic
Student Coalition, an organization
designed to foster a networking
system among Catholic students and
student organizations on college
campuses throughout the state. The
conference will be held at Camp
Willson, a lakeside conference
center in Bellefontaine, Ohio. The
weekend will center around the
theme "Living the Vision: We are
the Church".
state-wid-

The Coalition, or OCSC,
is patterned after the National
Catholic Student Coalition, or
NCSC. The NCSC had its second
national conference in early January
on- Galveston Island. Texas.
Wooster students in attendance were
Liz Laverdiere, a sophomore from
Brunswick, Maine, and myself. The
national conference served as a
forum for discussion of the issues
that face society and humanity
today, and as a support structure for
campus and peer ministry among
students.
Both the OCSC and the
-

NCSC are organizations which work
to unify and represent Catholic
college students, and to promote
better communication at the
diocesan, state. and national
levels. A goal of the conference .
program is the training of student
leaders to help build campus
ministry and student organizations.
In the state organization.
Laverdiere has served on the
Constitution committee and this .
year as a member of me
state team, which designed this
weekend's conference and will be
acting as its facilitators. The team

i

members will be presenting talks
connected with the overall theme of
die weekend.
The state Coalition
began to form in November of
1985, with a small conference on
the campus of Xavier University in
Cincinnati. In April 1986.
meeting was called at
Akron University, at which the
current state team members
During the conference mis
weekend, a business meeting will be
held in order to both ratify the
Constitution and to elect the new
Continued on page
a'-follow--
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WCWS selects winners
B e My

On Thursday, February 12,
1987 at 2:45 pjn., the Mayor of
Wooster, J. Clyde Brermenman,
selected die winners for the WCWS
Be My Valentine Contest All 16
winners were selected by a random
drawing. Elaine Wetz, the
Administrative Assistant to the Vice
President for Finance and Business
at The College of Wooster, was
present as Notary Public to verify
the results of the drawing and make
sure that it was run correctly and
fairly.
Over $700.00 worth of
prizes were given away making this
the biggest contest in WCWS
history. 168 entries were received.
72 entries were from students on The
College of Wooster campus, and 96
entries were from people off campus.
12 different cities were represented
by off campus entrants. This was the
largest number of entries that the
station had ever received for a single

event.
Mary Nickas of Wooster
won an 8 by 10 color portrait of

Valentine
contest
By Eric Wertz

General Manager, WCWS
herself and another person,
compliments of Liberty Studios of
Wooster. Sue's Hallmark Shop of
Wooster sponsored five small fudge
hearts and five pieces of homemade
cream and butter fudge and the
winners were: Kristen Estrada of
Apple Creek; Judy Merriman, a
College of Wooster student; Carol
Kobylanski of Wooster; Jeff Taylor,
a College of Wooster student; Mark
Beaven, a College of Wooster
student; Mandy Zipf, a College of
Wooster student; Linda Angelo of
Wooster; Jerry Williams, Phil
Cagle, and Mary Cox all College of
Wooster students. Mrs. Ray Spreng
won the "Love in a Mug" flower

New Location

arrangement from The Bouquet Shop
in Wooster. Thomas Ward of
Wooster won a dinner for two at The
Wooster Inn. Raymond Spreng of
Wooster won two Reese's pieces
sundae gift certificates and a half
gallon of ice cream from Friendly
Ice Cream Corporation in Wooster.
Tim Manning of Smithville won a
flower arrangement compliments of
Green Thumb Floral and Garden
Center in Wooster.
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"follow-throug-

The grand prize winner was
Fay Grander of Wooster. She won a
round trip in a fully featured
limosine complete with its own
chaff eur .compliments of the
Wooster Royal Coach in Wooster
,to a free dinner for two at the
Smithville Inn in Smithville. She
also won a 1.4 carat natural golden
topaz courtesy of The Lyon's Den
and Rainbow Gems in Wooster
which came with a certificate of
appraisal from Snodgrass Estate
Jewlers in Wooster.
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Dynamics of a Cultural Africa" is a
program that attempts to heighten
campus awareness of that mystic
continent called Africa. "All too
often people think of Africa as one
nation. Africa is perhaps one of the .
most culturally diverse continents
on the face of the earth." comments
Bukhala about the stereotyping that
Westerners make about Africa.
Production, planning,
organizing and execution have
consumed many hours of the African
Week Committee time. " My one
wish is that more people in the
future will take an active part in the
planning of Africa Week. Africa
Week is not solely for Africans. We
know who we are. Most of the time
only Africans come to the planning
meetings and this makes the
perspective very awkward. When you
help you learn. We hope to get more
people involved in the future."
commented Bukhala. If you have not
attended any of the past programs
give yourself that added cultural
experience.

comments Bukhala.
A panel discussion led by
native Africans talked about "The
Culture of Africa" was the program
for Monday. On Tuesday a slide
show by Floyd Watts, Professor of
History at The College of Wooster,
depicted some of the travel
experiences Watts has had during his
sabbatical in Africa. On Wednesday
the campus was treated to a festive
fashion show where various fashions
from east and west Africa were
displayed. On Thursday the usual
"Pit Flicks" were a plesant surprise.
Animated African Folk Tales from
Ghana, Sudan, Zaire and Kenya
showed the cultural traditions of
these African states.
This Friday, Mongaring
Musa, a native Nigerian will speak
on the theme of this years Africa
Week 87, "The Dynamics of a
Cultural Africa" and a slide show
will follow entitled "Africa; An
Introduction.'" The climax of this
years program will be the African
dinner at 5:30. Tickets are 230 per
student. The dinner will feature
various African foods and should be
a gastronomic delight.
Africa Week 87 The

.
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Africa continued

Is Apartheid Dead?
Some Experts Question The Movements
Flltlire Critics claim that the movement is in a "follow up" stage
(CTS)Iepending on who
is doing the talking, the
"
movement that flared
on hundreds of American campuses
during the last two years is in a
stage,
quieter,
dwindling
or '
ever,
than
stronger
dying. After abruptly igniting
sit-iand protests two years ago,
some observers say the movement's
success may be changing it. More
than 120 colleges and universities
have sold all or part of their
holdings in firms that da business
in segregationist South Africa.
Protests do continue.
Students at Washington, Penn State,
Brandeis, Dartmouth, Georgia, North
Carolina State, and Florida all
mounted
demonstrations during January. But
scores of campuses featured
demonstrations during comparable
periods in 1983 and 1986. and even
at the schools that did protest
recently, observers concede
something has changed. They say
students are more conservative, that
the movement is more subtle or that
most of their troubles can be traced
to bored news media. Local press
coverage has been "really bad
lately," says Florida professor and
e
Joanna Stewart,
activist Tom Auxter.
Philadelphia
faculty members of The
Many local stories have been
CenterGreat Lakes Colleges
critical of the Student Coalition
Association program, who also
Against Apartheid and Racism
(SCAARX or just plain not covering serves as the program's Placement
Coordinator and Information
ll"
Continued on page
Services Coordinator, will be in the

!
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10:30 A.M.
McGAW CHAPEL

Joanna Stewart to talk

about The Philadelphia
Center's Internship
full-tim-

anti-aparthe-
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Lowry Center Pit on Thursday,
February 26, from
pjn. to
answer questions about the fall
program.
For more information
contact Charlotte WahL Ext. 2463.
Kauke 37.
3-5:-

"the congregatiofrin-residenc-

e

on campus"
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Think of the tweet sounds
I7th century Stradivarius being
loving played by Zubin Metoa at the
Met. The high society spectators
peruse the orchestra with sighs of h

Late Nfislat Mos:nr:3

of

'

Rayma

pleasure and amazement.
Graham
Stradivarius violins. Some say they ,
were the best ever made;
meticulously
, tossed him into a wall, but 1 didn't.':
assembled and tested, In that small ? myself a time machine, and
"Well, he3. 1 came bus tin
;
town in Italy, the paragon of
proceeded directly to Spumona to
Didn't have time. As I watched the
down that street, and rumbled to a '
excellence in violins were produced. ? check my hunch. You're damn
peasants, artisans, and merchants
stop in front Stradivarius Concrete
"Garbage!1:
right, there were violin makers all
shuffle by, I overheard two guys,
Works and Gin MI3. I walked into
over the place. TaS ones, short
talking about a
The voice you just heard
that shop, and FH teH you whatsit '
'named
ones, fat onesAnd all kinds of. ;.was one Bob Quosset Hot, famed
was plash. Stradivarius was a rich k '
and CPA. Standing
man! I bypassed the secretary, who
leaned over to 'em,
violins too. Tall ones, short ones; Stradivarius.
full six feet tall, weighing
and said, in I yelled at me to stop. Didn't pay her
right neighborly-like- ,'
fat ones And the sounds of music
pounds. Mr. Quonset
no mind though. I pushed open an
filled the damn air. But, Til tell ya.
o course t "Do yaU know
Hut leads an organization
i oak door and there sat the fat.
where I could track down this
the sound of diem violins wasn't
maintaining thai, in fact, the
nothin' like the sound of 'em today. Stradivarius fellow, and is he also a ,; ' bespecticaled man himself. And :'f
"
Strativarius violins were not the'
The sound was, like, fuller, more
with aS the bravado I could muster, I
"' "Well, they pointed to a
what all this
best made. In addition, they
said, "Hey Strad-babmelodious, more flowing. Not like
contend that the master had no hand those damn
staff?! I thought you were a
annoying
road, and and langhed. "Stradivarius
in their manufacture
He looked op at me,
pieces of swamp mud mat are all
doesn't know what wood Is, and he ,
"Shut-up- !
shut-u"It's all bunk, that crap
and
me
told
to
over the place these days. My kid
speaks way off key Eke a rooster."
shut-up
friend,
violins?
about Stradivarius. Hell, I went
my
you
lidding,
wanted to take lessons. I said no
Are
and
hit
Then they told me to
back there and I saw."
poor
idealists
That's
only
for
and
way to that!"
So
I
fellows!
My
kind
of
the road.
As you can tell. Bob bas
"Anyway, I knew
folks. Now concrete and gin is
did, passing more of that melodious
generally offended urbane
where all the money is. Tm rich as
something was up or wrong or :,.
violin playing. It seemed that every
music-loveeverywhere. They
a Jcihg and I love it." His voice
something. I needed a drink. So, I
doggone person in the town was a
i
picket his offices seven days
stopped in at one of those outdoor
master builder or a master musician. really was as high and armoyingly
(in formal dress of course), and spy ; pubs them Europeans like so much.
e
as they had said it would
Except for this Stradviarius feUa'J
on him with their opera glasses.'
make the best concrete hi v
"We
I got a jug of wine, and bein pretty set my jaw. The truth was about to be.
But Bob persists in his argument.
We even have a health
'the
nation.
one
the
proficient in Italian, I struck up a
was
to
be told. And I
just
'
"I knew it was bullshit, but conversation with the waiter.
How's
plan!
that for progressive.
all
beers
imagine
I'd
the
do it. lost
no one would listen. So, using good Guiseppi told me to shut up and
give you vtoltns!i - ,
get when I went bade to Bubba's Pub t Vfoliruv
"ole American know-hoI built
Then be began to laugh.
drink my wine. Well, I should have and the 20th century."
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Perspectives of The College of Wooster
From the first time I
visited the College of Wooster as a
perspective, I knew that once I
enrolled , I would join the Harambee
organization for Black and Third
World men. Having since then been
a student at The College of Wooster
and a member of Harambee, I have
heard persistant cries of "prejudice",
and "reverse
discrimination" in regards to
Harambee membership guidelines
which restrict membership to Black
and Third World men. Although
these terms are often used in all
sincerity and with the intent of
goodwill, they are fallacies caused
by misunderstanding. For all those
who would listen, I would like to
explain why these terms are not
appropriate in describing Harambee.
The first allegation,
prejudice, seems to be a rather
absurd remark when looking at the
' situation at hand.
To say that
Harambee is a racially prejudiced
organization is to say that we
generalize and draw conclusions
without due examination. Even
more negatively, the word prejudice
connotes some degree of contempt
or even hatred. This description
simply does not fit Harambee. Not
only is hatred immoral, but it is
also illogical in that it is self .
destructive. To hate takes up too
"self-segregatio-n",

much time and energy, and with all
the handicaps that society has
already placed on racial minorities,
Harambee cannot afford to hate.
The cry of
is even more absurd then that of
prejudice. Stop and think!
Harambee is situated on a
predominantly white campus. How
can we truly segregate ourselves?
The classes we attend are
predominantly white; the cafeterias
we eat in are predominantly white:
the faculty is predominantly white;
the administraton is predominantly
white. Again, how can we segregate
ourselves? Look at the situation in
reverse. Would a white
segregationist choose to attend a
predominantly Black college or
university? Of course not! So what
reason would anyone have to think
that a Black segregationist would
attend a predominantly white
college in Wooster, Ohio? If
Harambee members were into
seperating themselves, the Black
brothers would have attended
predominantly Black institutions
and the Third World brothers would
have remained in their respective
countries.
Reverse discrimination.
This is probably the most popular
allegation against Haram bee's
membership policy. This notion is.
self-segregati-
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election." commented Dean. "Thus,
This is a point that many of our
antagonists ignore. They try to
when we met as a staff in spring
parallel between 1986. it was decided that the next
draw a
banning together and year's Editorial Board (1986-8.
minorities banning. The luxury of would design and implement
being a minority is that your basic
guidelines that would standardize any
interests are inherently incorporated actions taken by The Voice."
common problems that they face on into the system. The disadvantage
Included in the guidelines
this campus. Harambee is also a
is that your interest must be brought are advertisement, business and
means of promoting ethnic pride and to the attention of the power
artistic requirements, along with
awareness within Black and Third
structure which often doesn't want to journalistic standards whereby
World students. These two
listen. In order to make a
submissions can be judged printable
objectives make it necessary for the difference, minorities MUST work
or not. There is also a statement of
organization to have the
together.
intent and editorial policy along
membership policy that it has. We
There is a need for
with a detailed publication schedule
feel that our problems can best be
Harambee on The College of
for the academic year. "We need to
solved by those who have
Wooster campus. I hope that any
create a system in which smooth
experienced similar problems. We
misconceptions about our
transition from year to year and
feel that ethnic pride and awareness
organization can be cleared up, for
quality journalism can be fostered.
can best be promoted by those who
only when we break down the walls In the past quality standards have
share our ethnicity and our pride in
of misconception can we enter into always been at the discretion of the
that ethnicity.
a new light of understanding, under editor; now there are some concrete
It is not that we are
which respect for all human beings guidelines any editor must follow."
prejudiced; that doesn't serve our
is acknowledged.
comments Dean.
purpose. It is not that we advocate "
On February 23 at 7:00
Voice
that is not'
p.m. the Editorial Board of The
Continued from page 1
possible on this campus. It is not
Wooster Voice will approve the
problem as if it were a first." Two
that we want to practice reverse
following guidelines. It will then be
years ago The Wooster Voice was
descrimination; that is not our
sent to the Publications Committee
objective. We simply need a refuge charged with malicious intent to
for their approval and included as a
defame when it was discovered that a requirement for each new editor. Any
where we can find strength in our
ficdous name appeared as a candidate person wishing to voice their
unity. Not only do we want the
support of our brothers, but we also for the campus council elections.
opinions regarding this issue is
" Although the initial
want e heard. It is therefore
welcome to attend the February 23
necessary for us to stand united for a intent of the article was humourous, meeting
minority which is often overlooked. it nonetheless sparked controversy
because of the seriousness of the
non-minoriti- es

;

d

::s

however, a consequence of ignorance
about Harambee's purpose. First of
all, Harambee is not a social club, it
is a support group. Harambee is an
outlet through which racial
minorities can come together to try
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"I couldn't believe
r,
only wasn't he a
he
greedy .
was a
capitalist just Lke me! We took a
walk, and I accidently told him that
violin were going to be very
valuable in the fjture. Then I left."
"Six months later,-- got a
bee in my bonnet and tedded to go
back: and look in on Spumona.
Hell, I couldn't believe my eyes or
ears. - Every violbt shop had ihe ;
name of Stradivarius on it. So did
every outdoor cafe. Crimies! And ;
- the noise of the violins;
and annoying like
Stradivarius' voice, I stopped into
that cafe, and ran into the same ;;
folks as before. They told me that
Stradivarius had bought up every
maker is the town, and forced them
all to make the same kind of violin.
A model of his brother's. Now, . ,.
apparently, this guy was so bad at
designing violins that they had
banished him to Bavaria, But ol
Strad brought him baclu.Gone were
all the melodious iratnimentx. In
their place was a piece of whining
trash like we have today. Now
that's my story, and you can take it
or leave it. Donl matter much to
violin-make-

hand-wroug-ht,

tune-travel- er

it
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Guest Commentary

Perspectives of the Vietnam Experience

and Ferdinand Marcos, and fight
absolutely unproductively in Korea,
Cuba. Vietnam, Lebanon,
Robert Murphy
etc. The Sandanistas deal with the
Soviets out of a need to defend
SportsFeature Writer Th Woncfer Voice
themselves. Our foreign policy is
on confrontation with what we
based
making.
decision
see how a sense of
The February
the tide of 'Communism."
as
see
about
Hilbert
spoke
Judith
hostility towards society can
17 session of the "Legacies of the
This is not to judge which
into
go
things
that
must
as
special
the
such
develop from experiences
Vietnam War in America class once
better or worse. The two
is
country
Vietnam
a
relationship
with
these.
again was interesting, controversial,
countries are absolutely different
Veteran. Shs feels that it is
Dr. Hilbert made the
and very educational Highlighted
historically, culturally,
important to keep in mind three
important point that, for the
the public forum lecture was the
economically, and socially. A
things; 1 Vets are a "living
presentation of Harvey returning Veterans, their sense of
comparison would be pointless and
and Judith Hilbert, visiting from the home had changed. The home world history", and .special
accommodations must be made there: fruitless. However, it is useful to
that the soldiers thought would be
Cleveland area. The topic for the
upside
2 There are two worlds for Vets, and understand that although extensive
safe, orderly, and just, turned
evenings discussion was the
"alienation,
one of them is independent and self criticisms can be made of our
down. This led to
Soldiers' homecoming from the
government and political system, in
Noted
disillusion."
sufficient: 3 A new world must be
and
isolation,
Vietnam War.
some cases more extensive than can
created between a Vet and spouse,
Hilbert, these are the first signs of
In previous wars fought by
based neither on the war, nor on life be made of the young Nicaraguan
Stress Syndrome",
the United States, soldiers returned
government, those who push for
something which is still with many before the war.
both in groups and victorious. The
foreign aid would vehemently react
For students, this class
Vets today.
experience of Vietnam Veterans was
However, Dr. Hilbert also
provided a very different perspective against foreign interference with our
exactly the opposite of these
right of
all
benefits
of war than is often portrayed. As
noted that one of the
previous experiences.
Which brings me back to
said;
"John
himself
special
Hilbert
"A
Dr.
is;
have
All the Veterans who talked Vets now
the "heart and soul" of Democracy:
understanding of humanity, brought Wayne died for us when we were
about returning home pointed
the right of a people to determine
' strongly to how unusual it was to
about by knowing what humanity is there!' Fortunately, this class is
doing a great deal to set straight the their own form of government and
capable of," Also, said he. Vets
return individually on commercial
record on all aspects of the Vietnam to defend their country from foreign
have the benefit of having tested
flights, often being greeted by more
and internal aggression. When the
them
making
war for the students and the Vets
their values in combat,
hostile protesters than warm family
actual facts are considered, those
into
go
they
alike.
members. Of course, it is not hard to more confident as
accumulated by human rights
organizations, religious groups, and
other visitors to Nicaragua, one can
see that Ortega is not Hitler or Idi
Amin, and that Nicaragua is not Iran
or South Africa. Nicaragua deserves
the opportunity to stand or fall on
Rayman

its own and its people deserve the
assistance rather than die resistance
of die people and government of the
United States.

Creationism conk- -

Continued from page 4
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self-determinati-

on.

Creationism should not be required
in schools. An elective course in
Creationism would not adversely
affect anyone's constitutional rights.
The diversity of our own religion
department shows mis. No one is
required to take any specific course
that may conflict with their beliefs.
This solution, admittedly, dredges up
more problems. The question of
state funds supporting the teaching
of religion could be argued. That is
an issue above and beyond die scope
of this commentary. This '
commentary, hopefully, showed that
Evolution and Creationism can
peacefully coexist.
--

.

Movie Review: "Platoon"
Graham

Columnist, The Woocfer Voice
drives the truth of that remark home.
When I went, on a
Thursday matinee back home, mere
were all these 40-5- 0 year old men
sitting singly or in groups. That is
not something one sees very often.
Finally. I realized they were vets. I
wondered if a film about Vietnam
could really gain any acclaim from
those who were there. Apparently it
has. The strongest point, I think,
is that it makes one face the harsh
One
reality of being
r,
strangely
feeling
leaves
uneasy, unbalanced; I can't really
describe it completely. I tried to sit
down and judge the film like I had
all the others I have seen. In the
end, one, who puts some time into
thought, finds any attempt at
rationalization impossible.
Anyone who has read
Bloods, Survivors, A Rumor Of War,
or Dispatches(among others) has
been hit with the same feelings, to a
degree. But this is the age of the
have.
cinema, and to truly reach the
Each soldier is both a
aren't
some
mainstream population one must use
villain and a hero, and
there,
are
just
They
that.
even
video. This is the first movie to
waiting for their tours to end. One
capture what each of these books
did. The real perverse, brutaL
is simply not allowed to leave the
compassionate, moral, ammoraL
theater thinking that the North
Vietnamese was the villain; or that
absurd psyche of twenty years ago.
officers",
or
There is no doubt that to
it was me "incompetant
mis
men
understand
truly
enlisted
the
psyche, one had to have been mere.
who "lost" the war.' The film shows
But this film comes damn close.
clearly that there is no answer; only
questions and confusion. As Charlie
Sheen says in a letter to his
grandmother, "War is the
impossibility of reason." "Platoon"

As one who goes to many
a matinee, and enjoys all kinds of
y
to the perverse,
film, from
from the classic to the obscure, I try
to avoid forcing my opinion about
film on others. One movie, released
during Christmas, fittingly enough,
has moved me enough to write a
commentary.
Pitifully few movies have
captured the emotions, the deeper
more uncomfortable ones that is, of
an audience as much as "Platoon."
As the title suggests, it depicts a
small group of Grunts fighting in an
obscure valley during the Vietnam
War. The film, directed by Oliver
Stone whose credits include
"Salvador", "Scarf ace". "Midnight
Express", and "Year Of The Dragon"
is both touching and brutal. It is
this dichotomy of war itself that the.
film succeeds in showing. It does
not take the easy. "Go America!"
way out as so many recent war films
the-gor-
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Society for International
Development
to offer short course

Fast For
Peace

The Student Concerns
Network is planing to hold a fast on
the 8th and 9th of April for peace m
Son
By Linda Stevenson and Gwi-Yeo- p
Nicaragua. The Student Concerns
T Woreter Voice
Network . a student based
organization which deals with
opinions and views. At the same
Why do you think
issues of social concern , was one
to
audience
the
challenged
time,
it
as
such
nations
developing
of the main groups responsible for
think about Third World nations in the creation of a new divestment
Lebanon, Grenada, Haiti,
policy which die College of
Kenya., .ect. occupy such important various way through listening to
different perspectives. The team
roles in modern society? How do
Wooster is using in relation to their
members and the audience consist on stocks in South Africa.
these developing nations live and
The fast is part of an
how do they differ from developed-nation- s College of Wooster faculty, people
in the Wooster community, both -- international fast movement in
such as the United States?
international and domestic students which' 23 colleges and universities
What kind of relationship should
.and other interested people. This
developed countries establish with
in the United States participated in
wide range of cultural perspectives
developing countries? Would you
last year. The fast raised more than
in past classes has made them both 15.000 dollars for peace groups ,
like to share and discuss ideas
concerning die third world nations? an educational and enlightening
such as Witness for Peace , which
and
come
please
So
experience.
SID ( Society for
works tcend the strife in Nicaragua.
or
ideas
knowledge
your
and
share
a
offers
SCN is going to be working on '
International Development)
offered
program
the
to
listen
simply
issues
with
dealing
informing students and individuals
short course
this Saturday, February Zl at i:W
about the political and social
about Third World in general every
pjn. when the topic will be " U.S problems in Nicaragua prior to the
Saturday from 3:00 pjn. to 4:30
and
fast.
pjn. in Westminister Church House Economic Assistance This
particular
Trade."
International
If vou are interested in the
( comer of College and Pine
regarding
views
up
bring
will
issue
piugram or other
three
had
mentioned
above
Avenues). So far, we have
trade
Congress,
American
the
by the Student
developing
sponsored
a
is
programs
What
sessions: 1).
between the North and South .and
country? 2). An overview;
Concerns Network , please contact
more. Richard Crouse at ext. 2683 or box
interdependence and development,
SCN holds weekly
and "the world food problem". 3).
meetings in lower Taeusch lounge
The history and nature of U.S.
three
(last door on the right across from
Foreign Assistance. These
debate
stimulating
Lowry dining hall) at 6:00 pjn. on
brought
sessions
Monday night- and discussions, provoking the
audience to express their own

SJJ. rnlwn;t

.
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Student Government Association
STUDENT
GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION
CORNER

Finance Committee :
Sandeep Bhalia
Building and Grounds
Committee: Sarah Kotchen
Development Committee:
S minder Gopalon
Admissions Committee:
Cornell Carter
Since these are two year
positions applicatants must be first
year students or sophomores.
Another option is to join
the Educational Affairs Committee
which consists of all students
serving on faculty committees and a
chairperson, Cornell Carter. Vice
President of Academic Affairs. Two
students are selected for each
committee by an application
interview process.All student
representatives on Faculty
Committees have full voting
privaledges.
The following
committees are open for new leaders:
Admissions, Athletics. Cultural
Events, Educational Policy,
International Education, Library,
Publications and Status of Women.
A description of each of the
committees can be found on pages
12 and 13 of The Scot's Key.
The Judicial Board has
seven two-yeposition openings.
A complete description of The
Judicial Board is presented on pages
3
of The Scot's Key. For
further information contact Scott
Gunsebnan, Judicial Board
Chairperson, box 1730, Ext. 2716.
The four editorship
openings include:
for the
New Student's Directory ( A.K.A the
Baby Book) and
for the
Potpourri. These positions are great
oppotunities for the artistically
inclined however, not a requirement.
If you are interested in any of the
above positions applications are
now available at the front desk and
must be turned in by March, 6 at 4
o'clock. If you would like to learn
more about the positions stop in the
S.G.A. office open Monday-Frida- y
llam-3pOr contact Julie Rice,
S.G.A. President, box 2587. Ext.

There are many different
ways to become involved in campus
events and college
Spring is the time of year when new
leaders emerge.. Resident
Assistance are selected, the Student
Activities Board chairpersons begin
a new term and club and section
officers are elected. The Student
Government also offers many
positions for potential leaders and
concerned students.
The first opportunities
coming up are three seats on
Campus Council. These are elected
positions. Petitions for these spots
can be picked up at the Lowry front
desk, and must be returned by this
Sunday, Febuary 22. Elections will
be held Wednesday, March 4. For
further information on Campus
Council refer to the SGA Comer of
the Wooster Voice Febuary 6 issue.
There are other ways to
become involved on campus that do
not involve elections. One can be
appointed to a TRUSTEE
COMMITTEE, a FACULTY
COMMITTEE, JUDICIAL BOARD, or
as an editor for the POTPOURRI or
NEW PEOPLE'S DIRECTORY.
Students on Trustee
committees serve as an important
communication link between the
trustees and the student body. Two
students sit on each committee.
These two year terms are staggered
to insure a measure of continuity in
student representation. These
representatives must be willing to
devote time and energy to
effectively voice the student
opinion. Representatives will be
required to attend the three main
trustee meetings of the year (those
being in October, April, and June).
Presently there are four
trustee committees and for more
indepth descriptions of each
committee inquire at the Lowry front
desk or contact the present members
of thes committees.
Trustee
Committees
2705.
policy-makin-

g.

1

TWO QUICK REMINDERS;

The S.G.A buses
will be leaving for the Cleveland
Airport on Friday, March 6 at 1pm
and 5pm and returning Sunday,
March, 22 at 2pm and 7pm. In order
to ride the bus you must purchase
your ticket ahead of time at Lowry

organizations, but you must apply
by Monday, February 23rd.
Applications are available outside
the SGA Office, located next to the
CCPS on the ground floor of Lowry.
If you have questions concerning
funding contact Gregg B evensee
(Ext. 2604box 1159) or any
member of Cabinet.

Front desk. The tickets cost $5 each
way.
Due to an inadequate
amount of Fund Requests, the
Financial Affairs Committee of the
Student Government Association
approximately
will be
$2,000 from the General Fund.
Funding is available to all
re-allocat- ing
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PC-X- T
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i

System Includes
1 1BM Half Height Floppy Drive
CREATE THE SYSTEM
THATS RIGHT FOR YOU!
256K Memory
i
tars
8 Expansion Slots
New Enhanced Keyboard
Catalogs Arafat
at both Moo Carter Locations
Includes 2 Hours of
ALSO AVAILABLE
IBM
2 Drives, 256K $949
Free Instruction
basic EM

Buy

PC-X-

T.

Then create the system

you Just pick up your FREE Mere
Center catalog and choose from over 40 pages of
right tor

quafty computer ac&ons)

NEW

Voice continued

Continued from page 1
state team. They will be
individuals may attend. All
responsible for preparing the second seminars will be held in Lowry
annual conference, which will take
Center in one of the small
place second semester next year, and conference rooms adjacent to the
for publishing the state newsletter.
main dining room. Seminars begin
Anyone interested in the
at 5:00p.m. and you may bring your
state andor national organizations
dinner. For more information
can contact the Newman Association contact Meskerem Gebrikidan,
office, room 005 Compton Hall,
Associate Editor at ext. 2690.
Topics for the first two seminars
extension 2096, and P.O. Box
are:
February 23 5:00p.m..
David Irwin, Director of News
Services, The College of Wooster,
will talk about The Journalist vs.
Plagarism.'
March 2 5:00p.m.,
Roberta Jordan, Feature writer,
Akron Beacon Journal, will talk
about "The Interviewer."

IBM

now Micro Center lets you bring
that quality home.
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Please call first so we may have your computer ready
for you when you arrive.
Delivery of products manufactured by IBM must be
made within our store so that we might provide you,
our customer, with the proper level of personal
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Todd Wilson selected as new Student
Activities Board Chairperson
Julie Brooks is named Assistant Chairperson
OK, so you've seen the
K posters around
Ichabod's, movies.
mps, ipeucis, cmciuinmnu
uui
Uyou never really thought about all of
L the work involved in getting these
many varied activities together.
I Well, the propelling force behind a
large percenUge of the activities at
Wooster is SAB, a group that works
hard behind the scenes to allow
'students to enjoy these activities.
Time to sit up and take notice.

a-juni-

L

folks.

The Student Activities
Board is named such because it is
run by and for the students. And
this is the year to get involved.
"Our main objective mis year is to
9
promote a better knowledge of what
SAB is and a better understanding of
exactly what SAB does on campus",
'
fie wly selected chairperson Todd
Wilson explained.
The Student Activities
Board has just announced the new
This is a real
staff for
L dynamic group of people", Wilson
said. "I really have a great amount
of confidence in all of them plus
f .it should be a lot of fun for
The assistant
everyone involved I
chairperson, Julie Brooks, was also
U very positive about the new staff.
really excited about the
upcoming term", she stated.
.

1987-198- 8.

tm

Art, Nan Curtis
Black Forum, Eric Green
.
College Bowl, Chris Pigge
Film, Libby Black
Ichabods, Dave Watts
International Perspective, Joyce Ewing
Musical Entertainment, Greg Phlegar
Performing Arts, Leanne Zimmann
Public RelationsOperations, Elvis Gasparini

1987-198-

I

"

think that these people are going to
do an exceptional job" .. The
committee chairpersons
8
(Art), a junior from
Curtis
are: Nan
Louisville, Kentucky: Eric Greene
from Akron,
(Black Forum),
Ohio;" Chris Pigge (College Bowl),
a sophomore from Bowling Green,
Ohio; Libby Black (Film),
sophomore from Bedford, New
York; Dave Watts (Ichabod's). a
junior from Lakewood, Ohio; Joyce
Ewing (International Perspective), a
sophomore from Aimadale, Virginia;
Greg Phlegar (Musical
Entertainment), a first year student
from Perrysburg. Ohio; Leanne
Zimmann (Performing Arts),
sophomore from Salem. Ohio; Tami
Bailey (Recreation) , a sophomore
from Springfield, Ohio; Kae Zulager
(Short Courses), a sophomore from
Brook Park, Ohio; Sarah Kotchen
(Speakers and Topics), a junior from
Lexington, Kentucky; Lori Hayes
(Travel), a sophomore from Canton,
Ohio; Kirsten Anderson, a junior
from Webster. New York and Katie
Vierow, a sophomore from
Wortbington, Ohio
Special Events); Michelle Pagano
(Public Relations Recruitment ) , a
junior from Fredonia, New York;,
and EMs Gasparini and Palinl ";
Sakthivel, both juniors,
or

(co-chai- rs.

-

"I

:

Palani Sakthivel
Michelle Pagano

Public RelationsRecruitment,
Recreation, Tami Bailey,
Short Courses, Kae Zulagar
SpeakersTopics, Sarah Kotchen,
Special Events, Kirsten Anderson, Katie Vierow,
Travel, Lori Hayes
of the Public
RelationsOperations Committee.
All students are urged to consider
joining "the SAB Committees. "We'd
love to have anyone who is
interested in being involved".
Wilson stated. "With the number of
co-chairper- sons

.

committees, mere is something that
will appeal to everyoneeven
within each individual committee,
there is enough diversity to let
everyone do something they enjoy".
'
Brooks added. "And we would
encourage people to get involved in
1

'

as many committees as they, would
like! ". Any interested student
should contact the chairpersons) of
the committee in which they are
interested.

.Wooster Symphony Orchestra Concert
to Feature Cohen as Violin Soloist

V

International, enabling him to study work. The music is based on a
poem by Mallanne, which describes
conducting at the Vienna Academy
the dreams and fantasies of the faun
of Music in Austria, where he was
a forest creature who is half-maalso principal trombonist for the
t.
The Prelude to "The
Vienna Pro Arte Orchestra. Iindberg
Afternoon of a Faun", characterized
pieces to be performed are: Copland has served as associate conductor
by a hauntingly magical and
and director of the Chicago Heights
Fanfare for the Common Man,
mysterious sound, is an example of
Symphony Orchestra, and continues
Debussy Prelude to "The Afternoon
Impressionism in music, in which a
Concerto
Jazz
serve
as
the
Violin
Faun",
Haydn
of
to
of a
- No. 1 in C Major, and Dvorak
scene or mood is created without
Members Big Band a group he ,
strict adhesion to a detailed musical
Symphony No. 8 in G Major, Op
outline. The piece includes flute
The first piece on. the
88. TheSymphony No. 8 in O Major
L will feature Professor Joanne Cohen program. Fanfare for the Common
solos by first year College
of Wooster student Sabra Aaron and
Man, was written by Aaron
as violin soloist.
senior oboist Angela Lambert. It
), one of the
Copeland (1900- The Wooster Symphony
composers
also features Wooster High School
widely
acclaimed
oldest
second
of
most
Orchestra, the
senior Javier Rockell on the clarinet
symphony orchestra in the state of the twentieth century. The piece
and College of Wooster sophomore
Ohio, was established in the fall of was commissioned in 1942, as one
of a series of patriotic fanfares to be Regan Knapp on the violin.
1914. and is presently in its
The Violin Concerto No. 1
performed by the Cincinnati
season.
r seventy-secon- d
the third piece on the
Major,
in
C
f
Symphony Orchestra. It premiered
of the
Approximately
was
considered very
program,
renewed
amid
a
later that same year
orchestra memoers are college or
day.
its
It was one of
modem
in
,
patriotism
sense
the
American
The
of
rest
of
Wooster students.
three very distinctive concerti with
members are Wooster area residents. brought on by the country's,
.V participation in World War IL The string accompaniment written by
The orchestra will be
Franz Joseph Haydn (1732-180minute piece
conducted by College of Wooster . three and one-ha-lf
during a five year period beginning
features the talented brass and
visiting assistant professor of
Wooster
in 1765, The piece features violin
the
Iindberg
sections
of
percussion
music, Jeffrey Iindberg.
soloist Joanne Cohen.. Ms. Cohen,
Orchestra.
master's
Symphony
and
received his bachelor's
.
College of Wooster visiting
Prelude
piece.
the
The
second
from
education
music
degrees in
associate professor of music, is a
University of Illinois at Urbana. In to The Afternoon of a Faun," .
graduate of the Peabody
(1894) was Claude Debussy's
1982, he won a Paul Harris -(1862-191Conservatory of Music. After
first major orchestral
Fellowship from Rotary

The Wooster Symphony
"Orchestra, under the direction of
Jeffrey Iindberg, will present a
concert Saturday, February 21, at
:15 pjn. in Mcgaw ChapeL The

1

n,

--

'

half-goa-

'

co-direc-

co-found-

tor

ed.

.

.

one-hal-

--

.

.

-

8)

April 24 both times under his own
direction. It was first performed in ':
the United States on March 11,
1892. by the New York
''
Philharmonic.
Saturday's performance by
the Wooster Symphony Orchestra :
promises to be an exciting and
rewarding one. Adult tickets are
$4.00. Students and college
personnel are admitted free of
charge.
'-

-'
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zm

4)

9)

;

receiving a Fulbright grant, she
went to Italy for a period of two
years where she studied at the
Accademia de Santa Cecilia and the
Accademia Intemazionale de Musics
da Camera(Roine); she pursued
further study of music in London.
Ms. Cohen's recitals and concert
performances include a tour of
southern Italy sponsored by the
United States Information Service
and performances at England's
Oxford Festival, Purbeck Festival,
Roehampton Festival, and Pureell
Room. As a member of the Heritage
Chamber Players, Ms. Cohen has
also performed at the Spoleto
festival of Charleston, South
Carolina . and throughout the United
States. '
The second half of die
program ( and concluding piece) is
Symphony No. 8 in O Mafor. OP.
88 by Dvorak. Czech composer
Antonin Dvorak (1841-190attained a high degree of success
during his lifetime due to his
obsession with
composing, his nationalistic pride,"
and his talent for melodic invention.
Dvorak's Symphony No. 8 in G
Major premiered in Prague on
February 2, 1890, and in London on

.
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Shiltsy Going Nowhere

Men 's basketball crushes Case
Western Reserve University to the
tune of 0

Fast

62-5-

Christopher Shilts
Spnrtx Editor. The Wooster Voice

Scots play Kenyon College this Saturday at home
By Graham Rayman
Sports Writer. The Wooster Voice
couldn't hit the outside shots
Wooster gave them, and the Scots
could not convert fast break
opportunities. Peterson provided a
bright spot, as he flipped yet
another sweet touch pass between
two defenders to O'brien for a
lay-uThe ball never touched the
ground.
With 12:47 left, the Scots
taller inside game had pushed them
out to a 7 lead. Wooster
finally broke SO at the five minute
mark. The Spartans remained cold
and the Scots put them away, thanks
to a great, leaping steal and lay-i- n
by Gary Meszaros. It wasn't a pretty
game, but they won.

Scots continued, running their lead
It was then
to as high as
for the Fighting Scots Men
started.
trouble
when
the
received
Basketball team. But they
After IS minutes past, the
some solice last Saturday, when they
whistled IS fouls.
had
referees
their
Like
Reserve
Case
beat
Tensions were running high. With
first meeting, the game was very
three minutes left. Trimmer was
physical; neither to giving quarter
involved in a scuffle with a Reserve
to the other.
forward. Then, Cbrien retaliated for
The first half began with
a elbow thrown during a rebounding
the Scots working the ball well on
sequence. Then, the Wooster bench
offense. They showed the patience
got a technical. The game itself was
necessary to execute. Two smooth
forgotten, and posturing set in.
passes, one from Pete Losee at the
The technical and scuffles
top of the key to Mike Otrrien
seemed to spark Case, as they cut
underneath and another from Bimm
7
with 1:07
the Scot lead to
Adams to John Mead off the fast
Peterson
Rob
buzzer,
left.
the
At
break after a tremendous Mike
d
a
Spartan
out
pump-fakeof his
a
highlighted
block,
Trimmer
armor and canned an 18 footer,
Wooster run that gave them a 1
9
halftime
lead with 10 minutes left The Scots giving the Scots a
lead.
had held Case for six minutes
During the second half,
without scoring. The Spartans
time-out.
shot badly. Case
both
teams
The
subsequentely called

It had been a long season

28-1-

62-5-

7.

0.

p.

44-3-

30-2-

--

18-1-

The Scots are now
They play Kenyon this
Saturday, so come on out and cheer
the team.

34-2-

7-1- 6,

4-6(NC-

AC).

Women's Track Gains First Victory
Becky Pickett

Itll be spring soon, honest. You can tell by simply
walking back to the dorms from Lowry after a delicious meal.
Do you notice anything? It's light outside. Spring is such a
beautiful thing - the simplicity of life. How many of you
actually do work in the spring? Causually sitting back, drinking
beer, and being swarmed by the odor of baby oil is the only
I don't believe in
reality to most people. But to me, nah
reality. I like spring because all the spring sports teams move
outside, the first cleat hits the mud, students pile on the hill to
it all
watch lacrosse games, love makers thrash in the brush
relates back to spring somehow.
Most importantly, the birth of spring is the vomiting
baseball,
or the reincarnation of the season before. Baseball
of
they're wrong.
fans confuse baseball by relating it to life
Dead wrong. Baseball is life. Authorscapture baseball on a
fictional account which can't be done with any other sport.
Baseball was the predecessor of all American sports. The
terms'twin-killings- '.
'double plays', 'steals', 'warning track, and
'outs', weren't thought of by accident. Home plate, the safety of
mat was no accident either. Authors write
nope
success
about baseball because it is the closest relation to everything
the average human knows nothing about, fantasies and dreams,
miracles and jinxes, ghosts and deaths. The average person will
refuse to believe in the above, but they're all commonplace in
the world of baseball.
Who is Bobby Thompson and why was he the one to
hit the shot heard round the world in 1951? He was a good ball
it's a bit before
player, but not a star from what I understand
my time. The important thing is mat he hit ahead of rookie
Willie Mays. Thompson hit the ball into the left field
bleachers at the Polo Grounds, humiliating the Dodger and
capatilizing on one of the greatest come backs in baseball
history. Yes. a miracle. Thompson hit this home run to close
the chapter of mis unknown saga. Few remember his base
series, but his home
running error earlier in this rare play-orun became a national story. As star to be. Willie Mays, stands
on deck, Thompson, a name forgotten is mauled by crazies
from Coogin's Bluff.
People consider die Mets World Series victory
miracle. Actually, it's simply a Boston jinx. The Sox haven't
won a series since World War I, and they never will. When in
of 1919, the Sox sold Wally Schang. Carl Mays
the
and Babe Ruth to the Yankees, they also sold their soul to the
Devil. Boston can tease and taunt, but they're loosen for life.
Current members (including Spike Owen - remember him?)
weren't worried about ' any jinx mosr oi meal either hadn't
been born or weren't with the team during collapses of
1946.48.67,78 . ... 1986? Yea right. The fans of Boston died
euthehasia. Fenway Park, a great place to see,a
last autumn
game, but what you won't see are the forces causing the outcome
Smokey Joe Wood. Dutch Leonard. Babe Ruth. Ted Williams,
Rudy York. Tony Conigliaro, Jim Lonborg . . .bye, bye Boston
...But!
February 19. The batteries have reported. Baseball
every day. and it won't be predictable.
happen
win
Reincarnation. Again, only one team will live longer than the
rest, as its foes die in the path throughout the course of the
season. It's not a question of money, it's a fixation of fate.
Those who aren't baseball fans are simply living another life.
Every ball park has it's story.
ff

Sports Writer, The Woofer Voice
(7.78) and third (7.88), respectively,
for the Lady Scots in the 60 dash.
Brown also took fourth place in the
THINCLADES TUNE UP:
300 dash.
NCAC member indoor track squads
Scierka and Stevenson, are gearing up for the NCAC
Wooster's distance duo, did a fine
8
at
Championships (Feb.
job in their respective events.
OWU) with lots of action. Denison
Scierka placed second in both the
men finished second in the Denison
mile (5:46.2) and two mile (12:26)
Invitational last week, a four team
while Stevenson took third in both
meet, with Cuahoga Community
events (5:49.43 and 12:49).
College taking first. The Denison
The Lady Scots will
women dominated in the women's
train through this weekend in
meet. The Kenyon Invitational was
preparation for the
a five team meet won by The
conference meet to be held College of Wooster in the men's and
(15'5").
the following weekend at Ohio
In the running events,
women's divisions. In the mens
Coach Craig Penney
first
Weslyan.
three
Kazmierski contributed
meet, it was Wooster (87),
places to her team's score in the 600 comments, "We've got a shot at the Heidelberg (62), John Carroll (49),.
conference title. To win it, though, Oberlin (46), Kenyon (9); in the
dash (1:37 .29), 440 dash (64.24),
and 300 dash (40.74). Another first we need to get everyone focused in
women's meet Wooster (67),
and committed for the meet
place finish was made by Ha term an
Heidelberg (47). Oberlin (43). John
so they can give us 100.
in the 60 meter hurdles (9.20).
Carroll (30). Kenyon (25).
we can do it!"
think
I really
Joyce and Brown nabbed second
The women's track team
is finally rounding into form as they
won their first meet of the season
last weekend at Kenyon. The Lady
Scots beat teams from Heidelberg,
John Carroll, Oberlin, and Kenyon.
In the field events,
Mushett took third place in the shot
put with a throw of 34' 7". In the
high jump, it was Halterman and Tan
with second (4" 10") and third (4'8")
place, respectively. Tan also took a
first place in the triple jump (SI'S")
and a second in the long jump

NCAC Track Notes
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Menfs Golf Looks Towards Best Season Ever
Team is led by five returning lettermen
Norm Sundstrom
The 1987 edition of the
College of Wooster Golf Team has
h begun practices, with high
expectations tor another tine year.
The team played a short
fall schedule, and was at first very
j inconsistent due in part to a lack of
summer competition and indirectly
from the success of the Men's Soccer
, team which kept Coach Bob Nye
occupied almost constantly. Still
"the team played well in its final two
if last
an1 fflcilv
, tnnniifnMlfe
iim J Vim
"
.W. ..M...W. M. ......
tournament at Marietta.
The outlook for the spring
t
season is upbeat, as this team has
II

transfers, Dan and Dave Sanor has
not been decided as of press time,
yet if eligible could provide even
more competition for an already
deep team.
Nye is expecting even
more contribution from Ross and
Houck this year. Both played
integral parts in the success of the
team after the regular season. Ross
led the team at the Conference
championships, while Houck tied
Mason for the team's low individual
score at Nationals. Nye feels that
their added experience should help
the team when it runs into pressure

the potential to be one ot the best
in Wooster history. Returning
from last year's team, which finished
eighth in the nation, are five
lettermen; seniors Mike Collins and
Tad Mason, juniors Jamie Ross and
Dave Kilfoyle as well as sophomore
Davis Houck. A strong recruiting
effort from Nye has brought in Matt
Michanowicz, who is expected to
contribute heavily to the success of
the team this year. In addition to
Michanowicz, freshmen Andy Klatt
and Paul Bellis should be able to
contribute sometime in the future.
The eligibility status of freshman

situations.
The pressure on the team
begins, almost immediately, as the
first tournament the team will play
in when they come back from
Florida is the Iron Duke Invitational
at Duke University. Wooster was
the only Division III team invited to
this prestigious tournament which
includes all of the ACC teams,
including defending Division I
champ Wake Forest. The rest of the
schedule for the team includes as
many Divison 1 teams as Division
m teams. Nye feels that the tough
schedule will pay benefits at the end

of the season, when the team has
traditionally played very well.
When the national
rankings come out on March 1,' Nye
expects the team to be ranked in the
top 10 in the country, but feels that
the team has a long way to go to
play up to their percieved potential.
Still the general outlook on the
team by the players is optimistic.
Commented Ross," We didn't play
all that well at Nationals
last year and finished eigth, I think
we have the chance to really
improve upon that this year."
--

II
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NCAA Swimming Notes
Women's

Men's

Kenyon Goes After Third NCAC Title

Field includes 21 National qualifiers

As the North Coast
Dennis Mulvihill and David
Greenlee), three in the 1,650-yar- d
Athletic Conference men's swim
freestyle (Tom Creech, Dave Wenz
teams prepare for their
and Todd Clark) and two entries in
championship meet next week, the
several other events. Squads in the
big question may be who will win
400-yad
medley relay and
the battle for second, not first.
Kenyon College, defending freestyle have also met NCAA
qualifying marks. - In addition, diver
NCAA Division III champ, has so
ALLEGHENY COLLEGES
Paul DiFrancesco has qualified for
for
much depth and strength that
Marci Hennessey is yet another
the Division I meet in the
would
meet
the
win
another team to
outstanding freshman swimmer for
diving
event.
upset.
major
a
considered
be
the Coast. Before the season started have to
DENISON UNIVERSITY'S
are
NCAC
teams
die
of
All
coach Tom Erdos said Hennessey
coach Rich Burrows agrees with
competitive, however, there will
"has a great chance of being a
KENYON COLLEGE
popular opinion saying, "Kenyon is
for second
national champion," and Erdos could certainly be a dogfight
remains the overwhelming favorite
the team to beat." He added. "We're
between Allegheny College,
money. Hennessey
to win the championship again this be right on the
of looking ahead to nationals.
kind
College
The
and
University
Denison
events at the
year, in spite a shocking upset loss has qualified for three
swimmers mat are close, we're
Those
Wooster.
of
the
championships
national
earlier
Wooster
of
College
looking for them to make their cuts
to The
In addition, many
individual medley and the
d
Jim
coach
of
Seven
year.
this
trying
for nationals. Also, most of the
backstrokes. The individual swimmers will be
d
100 and
S teen's paddlers have met qualifying
people who have made qualifying
national
medley relay team has also to qualify for the
d
marks for the NCAA meet in 13
the
at
times will not be peaked for die
scheduled
qualified for nationals, so the Gators championships,
events, led by former NCAA
championship."
Canton,
in
Natatorium
C.T. Branin
could be tough in the sprint races.
Swimmers of die Year, Patty Abt
Already, 21
Ohio March
Even so. Burrows has
Divers Tiffany Jeisel and
(1985) and Erin Fhmeran (1986). In
and divers have
reason to hope for a
swimmers
NCAC
of
plenty
Natalie Gibbs will be two of the
addition to their third NCAC title,
Qualified for the NCAA meet.
finish for his men's
place
second
strenghts for the Big Red, as both
the Ladies are seeking their fourth
those qualifiers
of
Twelve
of their fourth
repeat
a
and
team
have qualified in both the One and
consecutive NCAA Division m
national meet
KENYON COLLEGE, one
the
belong
to
finish
in
place
three-metdiving events at the
championship.
last year. Five Big Red
the reasons the Lords are such
of
national meet.
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THE COLLEGE OF
WOOSTER's Keith Beckett is hoping
his men will challenge Allegheny
for that third place spot. The Scott
came on strong last year with their
first successful seaon ever, and have
maintained their improvement this
season. "Our goal is to do the best
we can to overcome Allegheny,"
Beckett commented. "Kenyuon,
Denison and Allegheny are all
ranked nationally, so we'd be very
happy to move up."
He's looking to his
younger swimmers just as the Gators
are. "We have some nice young
talent," Beckett stated. "We don't
have one strong event, but a nice .
complement across die board. If I
had to choose one event we're best
at. it would probably be die distance
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meet is scheduled for February
at the Robert K. Carr Pool in the .
Jesse Philips Physical Education
Center, on the campus of Oberlin
College. Preliminaries in each .
event will begin at 11:00 ajn. each
- day, with finals to take place at
7:00 pjn. on Thursday and Friday
and 6:00 pjn. on Saturday.
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Applications for
Year Book Editor are mow
at the front desk
If you would like to apply for the position of
Yearbook Editor please submit your
application by March 1 at 4:00 pm. Applications
should be submitted to Deborah Hilty, Chairperson of the
Publications Committee. No experience is needed for
the position, you will be trained by the present
Index Editors. Joint application for
the position will be accepted. Questions concerning the
responsibilities of a yearbook editor
should be addressed to

Brian Marshall ( Box 2202)
or
Aggie Belt ( Box 2731 )
Continued from page 5
Another UF philosophy
professor, Tom Simon, attributes the
change to a "very conservative''
editor at the campus paper. But
student reporter Miclrie Anderson
says she "hasn't seen the SCAAR
people around much," and that the
press became critical because the
actvists "lost credibility. They got
really ridiculous in their demands."
The main reason for dwindling press
coverage, Anderson says, was that
"they didn't do anything different at
their rallies."
Simon, a SCAAR advisor
who was one of 50 people who
camped on the UF adminstration ,

building steps for 40 days, agrees
the local Florida press was too
easily bored with the divestiture
movement and too interested in
sensationalism. Simon criticizes
what he calls "the marketing
strategy of reporting," in which an
event's newsworthiness is
determined by the number of
participants. "Is it any land of
measure to do the attendance
may
counting we do?" he asks.
be almost irrelevant. If 25 people
demonstrate, but a hundred thousand
are affected by a message, that's
what counts." he says. Still, a
Barbara, observer says

It
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there were fewer demonstrations
recently because the student body is
"basically conservative."
Harvard Crimson
Managing Editor Jonathan Moses
thinks the divestiture movement at
Harvard still has strength, but notes
it may be changing somewhat. The
"open governance" issue, which
would make Harvard's investment
decisions more public and was
sparked by the divestiture
movement, is gaining momentum,
"with some
alumni
now getting very active, even
running for seats on Harvard's Board
of Qverseers," Moses says.

"(Harvard ) might actually divest if
governance (of its stock portfolio)
is more open," he adds. Moses
predicts more activity with spring's
warmer either. So does Rob Jones,
projects director for the American
Committee on Africa.
The movement is still
strong, but "more diverse" and
h
going into "its
stage," observes Patrick Bonk, an
activist at John
Hopkins U. "More sophisticated
tactics are being used," Bond says,
including the boycotting of banks.
A boycott, he says, got Maryland
National to pull out of South Africafollow-throug-

anti-aparthe-
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-in November. The movement's
partial success. Bond says, will
"force student activists to reassess
and go back for more."
Siddhartha Mitter, of the
Southern Africa Solidarity
Committee at Harvard, says
movement energy is being
"redirected.' "(American) churches
and universities are thinking about
what will happen when apartheid
falls," he says. He expects to see "
a lot of action in the spring of 87."

